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Wilfred Salmon and
the First Blitz

Name:

2nd Lt Wilfred Salmon 1917
Ballarat Clarendon College
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Imperial War Museum Lambeth
Find the plaque on the right hand wall of the entrance lobby
1) Was the Imperial War Museum damaged in the Gotha raids? _____________________
2) On what dates did the raids take place?________________________________________
3) How many bombs fell ?_____________________________________________________
4) Were these daytime or night raids?___________________________________________
5) How many people were killed? _____________________________________________
7) Wilfred was a driver in the RAFA. Can you find a gun
like this? What was it called?______________________
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The Underworld
Walter Bayes 1918

8) What tube station is shown? ________________________________________________

9) How many sheltered in the tube from 1917-18? Was this more or less than WW2?
___________________________________________________________________________
10) How many babies/pets can you see in the painting? Babies
Pets
11) Why do you think Walter Bayes called his painting, ‘Underworld?’
___________________________________________________________________________
12) Can you name 5 Empire countries that provided soldiers for WW1? Label below-

13) How many soldiers did Australia promise to send?

Ulster Museum
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14) Why was Wilfred turned down by the army when he tried to join in September 1914?
___________________________________________________________________________
15) How much money did Wilfred’s state of Victoria donate in 1914?__________________
16) Wilfred experienced a mustard gas attack on the Somme. What harm did it do?
___________________________________________________________________________
17) Wilfred wore a gas mask. What did Capt. G Donaldson say it made the men look like?
___________________________________________________________________________
18) Find the Australian soldier. What did A.N.Z.A.C. stand for? A=____________________
N=_______ Z=________________________ A= ____________ C= ____________________
19 a) Complete the missing words of
the quote shown on the right

For the Ministry of
Munitions a uniform for
female munitions
workers added to
_____________________
and neatness and so to
the general appearance
of the factory. It also
aids
_____________________

Vickers Crayford girls

19b) What type of everyday clothing did munitionettes make popular for women?
_________________________________________________________________________
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20) In the outline of Australia above draw what the country provided to fill this tin (left)
21) Find the Somme signposts and circle on the map below where the Australians served.
22) Complete the quote:
The cruel and apparently
inexhaustible supply of shells
________________________
________________________
________________________
Corporal Oswald_________
28th Btn AIF July 1916
23) Find the quote below:
‘The Somme was mainly a
battle of artillery with
observation the key to making full use of the guns.’

As a gunner who would
Wilfred have relied on to
find targets for his guns?
________________________
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24) Find this uniform. Who would have worn it?
______________________________________________________
25) Why would Wilfred have been familiar with this uniform when
he was at Joyce Green airfield?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

26) Find the Devil in the Dusk propeller. What plane was it from?
_______________________
27) Who shot it down? _____________________________
__________________________________

28) On June 13th 1917 an air raid by this plane led to:
_________ deaths and________________injured

29) Wilfred’s Sopwith Pup was
armed with this gun. What was it
called?
____________________________
____________________________
30) Where were the guns made?

____________________________
31) What is there now?
____________________________
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32) Find this uniform. Who did it belong to?
____________________________________________
33) How did he know Wilfred Salmon?
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
34) How many German planes did he shoot down?
______________________________________________

35) Can you complete the list of his medals from the initials below:

V______________ C____________
D_________________ S____________ O_________
M________________ C___________
M______________ M_________________
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Go to the Lord Ashcroft V.C. Gallery on the 4th Floor
36) Find this man. Who is he?
____________________________________________
37) How did he know Captain James McCudden?
_______________________________________________________

38) Watch the cartoon strip. He was incredibly brave because he continued to fly despite
having a mortal fear of what?_________________________________________________
39) Cross below the medals that this brave airman won serving in the Royal Flying Corps

40) The VCs and GCs are arranged
using seven different human qualities.
Circle the quality Mannock has been
put in:

leadership sacrifice
aggression skill
initiative endurance
boldness
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Blog Central London Visit Thurs 27th July 2017
Work with a partner to create your own filmed blog about your visit to the site of the
Central London to investigate the results of the Gotha raids of 1917. Take on the role of a
tv historian to explain what you have learnt after each visit to a site.
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Norman Wiff and Jack in Egypt by Michael Foreman May 2017
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